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Summary. — We have performed 2.5-dimensional general relativistic magnetohy-
drodynamic (MHD) simulations of collapsars including a rotating black hole. Ini-
tially, we assume that the core collapse has failed in this star. A rotating black hole
of a few solar masses is inserted by hand into the calculation. The simulation results
show the formation of a disklike structure and the generation of a jetlike outflow near
the central black hole. The jetlike outflow propagates and accelerated mainly by the
magnetic field. The total jet velocity is ∼ 0.3c. When the rotation of the black hole
is faster, the magnetic field is twisted strongly owing to the frame-dragging effect.
The magnetic energy stored by the twisting magnetic field is directly converted to
kinetic energy of the jet rather than propagating as an Alfve´n wave. Thus, as the
rotation of the black hole becomes faster, the poloidal velocity of the jet becomes
faster.
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PACS 95.30.Qd – Magnetohydrodynamics and plasmas.
PACS 95.30.Sf – Relativity and gravitation.
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1. – Introduction
It is now generally believed that “long-soft” gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) are a phe-
nomenon related to the deaths of massive stars. There is direct and indirect observational
evidence of the close relationship between GRBs and supernovae, such as the observed
association with star-forming regions in galaxies [1], the “bump” observed in the after-
glows of some GRBs [2, 3], and the association of GRB 980425 with SN 1998bw [4], GRB
030329 with SN 2003dh [5], and GRB031303 with SN 2003lw [6]. It is thus probable that
a major subclass of GRBs is a consequence of the collapse of a massive star.
(∗) Paper presented at the “4th Workshop on Gamma-Ray Burst in the Afterglow Era”, Rome,
October 18-22, 2004.
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The collapsar model is one of the most promising scenarios involving massive stars [7,
8]. A collapsar is a rotating massive star that lacks a hydrogen envelope. In this model,
the iron core of the rotating massive star collapses to a black hole surrounded by an
accretion disk. The accretion through this disk produces outflow via neutrino annihilation
and/or magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) processes. They are further collimated by the
passage through the stellar mantle. The formation and propagation of relativistic flows
from collapsars have been studied numerically by Newtonian hydrodynamic [8, 9], special
relativistic hydrodynamic [10, 11, 12], Newtonian MHD [13], and general relativistic
MHD simulations [14, 15]
Here, as a collapsar model we perform 2.5-dimensional general relativistic MHD simu-
lations of the gravitational collapse of a rotating magnetized massive star with a rotating
black hole at the center.
2. – Numerical method
In order to study the formation of relativistic jets from collapsar we use a 2.5-
dimensional general relativistic magnetohydrodynamics (GRMHD) code [16, 14].
As for the initial model, we have the collapsar model in mind. We employ only
the profiles of the density, pressure and radial velocity as our initial condition from the
postbounce profile of Bruenn’s realistic 1D supernova model [17]. We put a few M
rotating black hole at the center. We add by hand the stellar rotation and intrinsic
magnetic field in the simulations. See Mizuno’s recent papers [14, 15] for details.
3. – Numerical results
The simulations were performed corotating cases with different rotation parameter of
a black hole. From the snapshots of density and plasma beta (fig. 1) all models show
similar results. The stellar matter falls onto the central black hole at first. The matter
piles up on the equatorial plane and forms a disklike structure. Since the magnetic field
is frozen into the plasma, it is dragged and deformed by the accreting matter. Then
a shock wave and jetlike outflow are produced near the central black hole. The jetlike
outflow is generated and accelerated mainly by the magnetic field. The jet has a mildly
relativistic velocity ∼ 0.3c. The total velocity of jet is clearly larger than the velocity of
circular orbit of a particle around a black hole (Kepler velocity). This means that the
jetlike outflow is likely get out of the stellar remnant.
There are some difference and dependence in these simulations. Figure 2 shows the
dependence of the properties of jet on the rotation parameter of the black hole. For
smaller values of the rotating parameter, the jet is ejected from more outer regions and
the propagation of the amplified magnetic field as Alfve´n waves is faster and is seen more
clearly. This implies that the inner magnetic field is amplified strongly by the frame-
dragging effect. From the distribution of velocity and the ratio of toroidal to poloidal
magnetic field components along the jet in the cases with different rotation parameter of
a black hole, as the rotation of a black hole becomes slower, the toroidal component of
the velocity becomes slower. The ratio of toroidal to poloidal magnetic field components
gets larger gradually as the black hole is faster. These results are understood from how
effective the frame-dragging effect is. As the rotation of the black hole is faster, the
magnetic energy stored by the twisted magnetic field is converted to kinetic energy of
the jet more directly rather than to the propagation of Alfve´n waves. As a result, the
poloidal velocity of the jet becomes higher.
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Fig. 1. – Snapshots of density and plasma beta in the corotating cases having different rotation
parameter at t/τS = 136. The grey scales show the values of the logarithm of density and
plasma beta. The white curves represent (a-c) the magnetic field lines and (d-f ) the contour of
the toroidal magnetic field. Arrows depict the poloidal velocities normalized by the light-velocity.
We can also see the deference in these simulations from the time variations of the
flux of kinematic energy, and Poyniting flux. In the rapidly rotating black hole case
(a = 0.999), the kinetic energy flux is comparable to the Poynting flux. These results
differ from those for the nonrotating black hole case (a = 0.0). This is because the jetlike
outflow for the rotating black hole is also larger, because the magnetic field is twisted
strongly owing to the frame-dragging effect of the rotating black hole.
4. – Discussion
We discuss the application of our results to the central engine of GRBs. The maximum
jet velocity in our simulations including a rotating black hole was about 0.3c. The typical
kinetic energy of the jet was  1054 ergs assuming the density of the jet was  1013 g/cm3.
Although it may somewhat overestimate, this is consistent with the standard energy of
GRBs. However, the jet is too slow compared to the velocity which has been inferred for
the jet of real GRBs. We have to consider other acceleration mechanisms. On the other
hand, our results can be applied to baryon-rich outflows associated with failed GRBs. It
is a fireball with a high baryonic load and mildly relativistic velocities. SN 2002ap is a
candidate for failed GRBs. Although it is not associated with a GRB, it has a jet with
a velocity of 0.23c and estimated kinetic energy of the jet is ∼ 5× 1050 ergs [18]. The jet
in our rotating black hole case has enough velocity and energy to apply to the jet model
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Fig. 2. – Dependence of (a) maximum vertical velocity of the jet (vz), (b) the maximum toroidal
velocity of the jet (vφ), and (c) the maximum ratio of toroidal to poloidal magnetic field com-
ponents (Bφ/Bp) of the jet on the rotation parameter of a black hole, a, in the corotaitng
case.
of SN2002ap.
In our simulations, we have neglected microphysics (photo-disintegration, treatment
of neutrinos, etc.) and concentrated on the general relativistic MHD, particularly the
effect of rotating black hole. Such treatment may be reasonable as a first step. However,
microphysics are critically important for realistic GRMHD simulations of collapsars.
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